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It is well known that the effects or ionizing radiation an a biological 

system are not only dependent on the energy delivered to the system, i.e., the 

total dose, but also on the spatial distribution of that energy. There have been 

rm.ny studies of re~tive biological effectiveness (PJJE) between radiations of 

different rates of' energy loss or linear energy transfer (LET) (1, 2), but 

there are only a few instances in which the same biological system has been studied 

systenatica.lly with a vide range of radiations. In the investigation reported 

here cell survival of the haploid yeast, §!.qohacymvgms cwevigiae, was studied 

for LEI' values ranging between 2 and 500 kev per micron. It is not possible to 

obtain such high and unifo:nn values of LEr with conventional radiations such as 

polonium alpha particles. Furthermore, the dose is uncertain near the Bragg 

ionization peak, where the LET varies rapidly with absorber thickness. Hance 

for this study we used the beams available at the Berkeley 6o-inch cyclotron: 

2Q-Mev deuterons, 40-Mev alpha particles, and l2o-Mev carbon nuclei with mass 

12 and charge 6 (.3), in addition to x-rays and polonium alpha particles. 

For any study of relative biological effectiveness it is essential to have 

accurate dose measurements for all the radiations used. The successful JDB&.sure-

ment of dose from a cyclotron beam depends on a series of physical measurements 

to determine the beam characteristics. For this purpose equipment was designed 

to measure Bragg ionization curves and particle ranges as a function of absorber 

thickness, and a special ionization chamber was built to measure the dose to 

biological samples. Spectal emphasis was placed on the work with the carbon 

particles because of their uniqueness and the diffioulties inherent in their use. 

The first piper of this pair deals with the physical problem of determining the 

linear energy transfer and the doses delivered qy the various cyclotron beams. 
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The second paper describes the biological exp~riments and their results, in-

.. eluding additional data obtained with 50..kv and 22Q-kv x-rays, as well as Po210 

alpha particles. 

Because the frequency of the 60-inch cyclotron is fixed, the resonance 

conditions for accelerating particles or slightly different charge-to-mass ratio 

are satisfied by adjusting the mgnetio field. For ions that originate with their 

full charge at the ion source - e.g. deuterons and alpha particles -- the 

resonance peak is sharp and the mohine can be adjuated to give a known beam with 

only a small spread in onergy. For carbon ions, however, the voltages in t he ion 

source are not sufficient to strip off all the electrons. Since the cyclotron 

resonance conditions are met by carbon ions with a charge of 2 as well as by those 

with a charge of 6, it is believed that the ions to be accelerated leave the ion 

source vi th a charge of 2 and are converted to a charge of 6 after gaining some 

energy (4). As a consequence, the magnetic-field resonance for carbon ions is 

not a sharp peak in the position expected from calculations of the charge-to-mes 

ratio, but is a very broad rraxinnun that overlaps the sharp resonance peak of the 

alpha particles. Hence the mean energy and energy spread of carbon particles in 

the external beam are determined by the position and width of slits in the ex

ternal equipment, which in our experiments W'l.S located in the £ringing nagnetic 

field of the cyclotron. During each run measurements were mde to determine the 

beam energy and hence the LEI', and to be sure that the number of alpha particles 

mixed with the carbon ions was negligible. Measurements were also mde to de

termine the intensity distribution of the beams to ensure adequate unifornuty 

over the area of the biological samples. Various other checks were nade to 

provide accurate dose measurements for each run. 
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Figure 1 shows a schematic plan view of the cyclotron with our equipment 

for using the external beams. The ions originally formed at the ion source, I
8

, 

are accelerated by the oscillating electric field between the dees, and are held 

in spiral trajectories by the magnetic field of the cyclotron. Those particles 

which come down the deflector channel with suitable energy pass through the series 

of adjustable slits, s
1

, s
2

, and s
3

, which are needed to exclude particles of 

unsuitable energy or clnrge-to-mass ratio. The beam passes out of the vacuum 

system through the thin dural windov W into the monitor ionization chamber r
1

, 

thence through the aluminum absorbers controlled remote~ in the pair of selector 

wheels, and finally through the analyzer ionization chamber I
2

• The sample to 

be irradiated is placed behind the second ionization chamber. The position of 

the evacuated snout and the attached ionization chambers can be adjusted remote~ 

in a horizontal plane by bending the two aylphon bellows, B1 and B2 , and in a 

vertical plane by raising or lowering the supporting 1/4-inch dural plate with 

adjustmnt screws. Thus the equipment can be moved to center the beam in the 

ionization chambers. In Fig. 2 is shown a photograph of this equipment in place 

between the magnet coils of the cyclotron. 

For measuring the range and specific ionization of the carbon particles, 

ionization chambers were constructed in which individual particle pulses could 

be counted. The b~ passed through the ioniza. tion chambers in a direction 

parallel to the collection of charge, so that a uniform pulse height was produced 

by particles passing through different parts of the chamber. The monitor ioni

zation chamber, I
1

, consisted of two 0.00025-inch-thick aluminum foils, spaced 

29/32 inches ar:art, with an effective area 1-1/4 inches in diameter. Teflon 

insulation and a grounded guard ring between the high-voltage foil and collector 

foil minimized leakage currents. The chamber was housed in a. brass cylinder 
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'Which also supported the coaxial connectors to the high-voltage supply and to 

the electronic equipment. 

For rauch of the work the analyzer ionization chamber was identical to the 

monitor chamber. The best results were obtained, however, with a pair of analyzer 

chambers. The first analyzer chamber, only 1/8-inch thick, 1.ras used for inte-

grating the total charge produced. Such a thin chamber gives good resolution for 

measuring the average specific ionization produced by the particles. An adjacent 

thick chamber with 0.82-inch spacing was used for cmmting individual particle 

pulses. The large collection sp:.ce was necessary in order that an individual 

particle would produce enough ions to be counted as a pulse above the noise level 

or the electronic equipment. The two chambers were separated by a thin aluminum 

2 
foil, weighing 1.6 mg/om • In these chambers the collector foil was placed 

betwt)en a. pair of high-voltage foils, and was constructed of aluminum leaf f 

0.12 mg/cm2 in thickness. The voltage on the foils was adjusted so that the 

electric field ~s the same in all parts of the chambers. 

The charge collected in each ionization chamber we determined by measuring 

the voltage produced across a known capacitance or resistance with an integrating 

electrometer. Since the electrometer held the collector plate effective~· at 

grotmd potential, a constant voltage was supplied to the ionization chamber. At 

the same time the total charge or ionization ow·rent was being measured, the 

individual pulses were fed through a low-capacity cable and blocking condenser to 

a preamplifier located just outside the magnetic field of the cyclotron, and 

into a linear amplifier and scaler. A Tektronix oscilloscope was used to monitor 

the output pulses visually. 

Tcb minimize problems of ion recombination and assure fast electron col-

lection, the formation of negative ions was prevented b,y flowing dry nitrogen 
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gas through the ionization chambers at a slow rate. Curves of ionization cur

rent as a function of collection voltage showed that with a voltage gradient of 

1000 volts per em the chambers wre being operated in the region of saturation, 

where a negligible number of ions was being lost by recombination. 'J!,ypical 

vol tag a saturation curveS r:hown in Fig. .3. Observa. tion of the heights and 

shapes of individual particle pulses as functions of collection voltage showed 

that the charge was collected in a time shorter thart the amplifier rise time, and 

sut)ported the conclusion that fast electron collection was mintained a. t the 

voltages used. 

The counting rate for a given amplifier gain is a function of the discrim-

inator-bias setting on the scaler. For both ionization chambers a curve of 

counting rate as a ftmction of bias setting showed a broad plateau, approximately 

20 volts wide, where amplifier noise pulses were excluded but carbon-pArticle 

pulses were cowrted. Although special precautions were taken to minimize amplifier 

noise, calculations showed that a particle had to loose nearly 1 Mev in the 

ionization-chamber gas in order to produce a pulse barely visible at the lower 

end of the plateau curve. The final bias settings used were far enough up on the 

plateau so that a small shift in bias voltage would produce a negligible change 

in counting rate; the settings for diff"erent runs corresponded to energy losses 

between 1.5 and 2.5 Hev. 

Because of the fringing nagnetio field of the cyclotron, the various beams 

wre confined to a vertical dimension between 1/8 and 1/4 inch, but extended 

horizontally across the full 3/4 inch allowed b,y the defining aperture s3 in 

Fig. 1. Since it is important to have the radiation as nearly as possible uni-

form in intenaity over the biological sample, a profile-scanning apparatus was 

used to measure the intensity distribution of the cy-olotron beams. This apparatus 

i t d of a movable aluminum fla.g, 1/16-inch thick, with a 1/32-inch .,. ... ._ cons s e 
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circular aperture at the center, and was inserted between the absorber wheels 

·~· 

and the second ionization chamber. The flag could be moved by remote control 

from outside the cyclotron target area. For each experiment a series of beam 

profiles was taken, each consisting or a plot of relative beam intensity as the 

scanning aperture was moved horizontally or vertically across the radia tioo field. 

Figures 4 and 5 show profiles of the carbon and alpha-particle beams obtained in 

this manner. The peculilar fl:lttern shown in Fig. 5 vas apparently related to 

the operating conditions of the cyclotron, and was most persistent fort he alpha 

particles. For carbon p:~.rticles, which axhibi ted a very broad cyclotron resonance, 

such a nonuniform pattarn was avoided b,y adjustment of the position of the ex-

ternal equipment. 

Because of the peculiar distribution of the beam, its alignment with respect 

to the biological sam:)les was critical; therefore a special quadrant ionization 

chamber vas constructed for measuring the dose and indicating the beam alignment 

during the actual biological irradiations. The design of this plane parallel 

chamber, 17/32 inch deep, was basically similar to the monitor ionization chamber, 

except that the collector foil w.s divided into a central region - smaller than 

the dimensions of the beam -- and four surrounding quadrant plates, shown ache-

mtically ill Fig. 6. The area of the central 0.0005-inch aluminum collector foil, 

very nea~ a rectangle 13.4 mm wide by ).8 mm high, was measured accurately with 

a traveling microscope, and served to define the collection volume used in the 

dose calculation. The biological sample consisted of cells plated on the surface 

of an agar block 9.9 mm by 2.6 lllll)and - smaller in area than the collector foil. 

The sample was accurately positioned just behind the foil (see Fig. 7). The 

four quadrant electrodes were made of a conducting layer of silver paint on teflon 

backing. When the ionization current collected from the top quadrant equaled that 
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from the bottom, and the current from the left equaled that from the right, the 

beam vas assumed to be centered over the collector and hence over the biological 

sample. Since the beam had to be turned off while the samples were changed, it 

was important to check the br-a.m alignment during each bombardment. As with the 

other chambers, a continuous flow of dry nitrogen gas was maintained. For each 

experil.D9nt a curve of ion current as a function of collection voltage (Fig. )) 

showed that the chamber ws being operated in the region of saturation fort he 

collection voltage of 2000 volts. 

PHYSICAL Mf~SURE~1ENTS 

In ord.er to do practical biological experiments with the external beam of 

carbon particles, it was necessary to use the mximum beam obtainable_, which 

gave dose rates around 1000 rads psr min. To obtain the nwcimum beam, and bece.uae 

of variations in cyclotron operating conditions between different runs, many 

measurements and adjustments had to be nade during each r'lUl before the bee.ms could 

be used for irradiation of' biological materials. 

At the beginning of each cyclotron run, the equipment was set up in the 

position used in the preceding run, and the beam intensity was measured as a 

function of cyclotron nagnetic field (Fig. 8). The carbon particles, identified 

by observation of their pulse heights and ranges, were found to lie in e. broad 

resonance. Toward higher lll9.gnet1c fields thay overlapped the sharp resonance 

or alpha particles accelerated from residual helium gas in the cyclotron tank, 

and toward lower magnGtic fields they disappeared into a group of carbon particles 

of unknown trajectory that were not sensitive to the voltage on the cyclotron 

deflector. For bombardments with carbon ions the ma.gnetic field was adjuatetl 

to give the maximum deflected beam of carbon particles wi~~ a minimum of alpha 

particles. The ionization produoed by the spurious alpha ~rticles \-tas :ooasured 
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by inserting -sufficient absorber to ~top all carbon particles. During bombard

ments frequent checks 'W$re nade; the ionization due to alpha particles was kept 

to a naximum of 1% of the total, and was usually considerably lower. 

After the cyclotron magnetic field was adjusted properly, a radioautograph 

of the beam was obtained to show what adjustments should be made in the the posi-

tion of the snout and ionization chambers in order to center the equi}Dent on the 

beam and to give a visual est:f..Ul te of the intensity distribution. Small x-ray 

films, wrapped in 0.0005-inch aluminum foil, were exposed to the beam by ple.cing 

them in the blank position of the absorber wheel behind the first ionization 

chamber. 

When the beam alignment vas satisfactory, a Bragg ionization curve WIUI ob-

ta.ined by plotting the ratio of charge collected in the analyzer ionization chamber 

tot bat collected in the monitor chamber as a function or the absorber thickness 

between the two ionization chambers. Simultaneously, individual particle pulses 

were counted in the two chambers, and a range curve was obtained by plotting the 

fraction of particles penetrating the absorber as a function of its thickness. 

Range and Bragg curves obtained in this manner are shmm in Fig. 9. As explained 

above, the particles were actually" counted in a thick chamber separated by a thin 

aluminum foil (1.6 mg/cm2 ) from the chamber used in obtaining the ionization curve. 

Furthermore, with the discriminator settings used for these data, & minimum 

energy loss of 2.0 Mev was required in the second ionization chamber in order 

for a particle to be counted. It is estimted that this corresponds to a residual 

2 
range for carbon particles of 0.6 't 0.2 mg/cm of aluminum. The collector foils 

of aluminum leaf auld the gas of the ionization chambers accounted for an addi-
2 ' 

tional 0.4 mg/om between the two analyzer ionization chambers. Hence in the 

2 
range curve or Fig. 9 an additional absorber thickness or 2.6 mg/om has been 
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added to each measured value in order to make the range curve correspond to the 

Bragg curv~. 

From the simultaneous collection of charge and the counting of particles in 

the ionization chambers it was possible to compute the average charge produced 

per particle. When this value was compared with thn t oalcul.a ted for a carbon ion 

in nitrogen, the discreplncy of 2% was well within the expected uncertainty of 

:!:. 6%. 

Because of the finite resolving time of the electronic equipment, for 

counting individual particle pulses it was necessary to limit the beam intensity 

to approxbe.tely 1/500 ot that used in the biological experiments. Various 

attempts were nade to lover the beam intensity by changing cyclotron operating 

conditions, with the hope that a low-intensity beam could be obtained with the 

same slit ·wtdths as the maximum-intensity beam used in the biological experilllf3nta. 

A comparison of the Bragg ionization curves showed that this was not possible, 

however, and the best physical data were obtained during r1ms in which biological 

irradiations were not attempted~ For the data in Fig. 9 a 1/8-inoh-die.meter 

aperture was inserted in front of the first ionization chamber, and the first two 

slits were narrowed until a reasonable counting ra~,. was observed. By comp1ring 

the range and Bragg curves measured simultaneously under different cyclotron 

running conditione and at different slit widths, the mean range of the carbon 

particles was found to correspond to a point on the Bragg curve of 0.45 :: .30 

times the maximum ionization. For the high-intensity beams used in the biological 

irradiations, for \lhich individual particles could not be counted, this ordinate 

on the Bragg curve was used to determine the mean range and hence the energy and 

LlX of the carbon particles. 

While data for the range e.nd Bragg curves were being obtained, particle 

pulses -were also observed on the oscilloscope. The uniformity of pulse height 
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for small absorber thickness showed that the p9.rticles had a uniform average IE1'. 

• As a result of range straggling, however, pulses of all heights wre produced 

near the peak of the Bragg curve and beyond. Care waa taken that the cell 

bombardments were made in the region of homogeneous LET. 

After the measurement of range and Bragg curves was completed, the profile-

scanning apparatus ws inserted in front of the second ionization chamber, and 

the intensity distribution of the beam ws obtained vi th the wide slits to be 

used fort he cell bombardments. On the basis of these data further adjUJStments 

were made in the alignment of the ap:~Bratus. When the beam characteristics ware 

considered satisfactory, the second analyzer ionization chamber was replaced b,y 

the dose-measuring quadrant chamber described above, and a fine adjustment was 

nnde in position in ordav to bals.nce the ·!bnization currents collected in the 

quadrants. Subsequent ohecka of beam centering were made frequently throughout 

the experiment. At this point the voltage saturation curve was checked, and a 

Bragg ionization curve was obtained with the dose-measuring chamber in its final 

geometry. For bombardment the biological sam?les, each consisting of a monolayer 

of cells plated on a bloek of agar, were plaeed in turn on ra special receptacle 

just behind the ionization chamber. After the samples were irradiatad, the 

Bragg-curve measurement was repeated and the temperature was determined. 

CALCUlATION Of DOSE AND LEI' WITH ESTIMILTJ!D UNCmTAINTns 

For determination of the dose delivered to the cells, the quantity actually 

measured was the voltage produced on e. condenser by the charge collected from an 

ionization chamber. For eaoh volt measured on the integrating electrometer, a 

dose D (in rads) was delivered to the cells, where D was calculated by the 

eqmtion 
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rads/volt. 

In this expression C is the capacitance of the integrating condenser in farads, 

W is the energy in ev per ion pair for t be tomB tion of ions in dry nitrogen, Sm 

is the relative mass stopping power for the cell composition relative to that of 

nitrogen, K is the Bragg correction due to the stopping material located between 

the dose-measuring chamber and the irradiated cells, P is the correction for the 

nonuniformity of the beam, V is the volume or the ionization chamber in err?, and 

f is the density or the ionization-chamber ~s in g/on?. The factor leY comes 

f'rom the conversion ot units into re.ds, since 1 Joule per gram is 1rl rads. The 

quantities for each exper~nt with estirrated standard de.'fte.tions are given in 
I 

' . I 

Table I; their values are .discussed below. 

The most certain quan:tities in the dose measurement are the values C or 
\ 

the integrating capacitance• (which were calibrated with an error or:: 0.5~), the 
' 

sensitive volume V of the ,~bnization chamber {0.677 ..::!:" 0.010) and the density f' 

of the gas (for which a j~perature variation of ~ 1 °C we. a assumed). Together 

these uncertainties contribute less than 2% to the resultant standard error. 

The correction factor P takes account of the nonuniform intensity distri

bution of the beam and ;the fact that the sample area is snaller than the area over 
t 

which the dose is measpred. The value of P vas found by integrating the beam 
1 
1 

intensity graphically 1from profiles such as those in Figs. 4 and 5. The estimated 
! 

uncertainty 1n P allO)IS for variations in the position of the sample relative to 
l 

the observed profilefand far uncertainties in the dimensions of the sample. In 
. in Column 7 of Table I addition, · · ~ · , ·; we have given the aximum variation in beam in-

' 
tensity over the safuple. This figure was obtained by taking the high and lov 

' 
points of the bee.m~proflles relative to their average. Even for the large 

,l 
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variation observed with elpha particles, this nonuniformity has small effect 

upon an exponential survival curve for survival levt1ls above 5%. 

The Bragg correction factor K is the ratio of ionization produced in 

nitrogen in the position occupied by the cells to that measured in the chamber. 

For each experi•nt it was determined graphically from a Bragg curve (similar to 

that in Fig. 9 ), measured with the quadrant ionization chamber just before or 

after the cell irradiation. The uncertainty in K was estimated from the con-

siatency among different Bragg curves obtained during the same experiment, as well 

as the uncertainty in the thickness of absorber between the center of the ionization 

chamber and the center of the cells. The Raterial between these two JX>Sitions 

2 
consisted of half of the gas of the ionization chamber (0.79 mg/cm N2 ), the 

collector foil (3.56:!: 0.04 mg/cnf Al), the air between the collector foil and 

the cells (0.48 0.10 mg/cm
2 

air), and halt the cell diameter (0.25!: 0.12 mg/cm2 

2 
tissue). The total is equivalent to 5.44 ± 0.:33 mg/cm of Al. 

In order to convert the ionization produced in a gas to cellular dose it is 

necessary to multiply by the energy per ion pe.ir W and the relative mass stopping 

power S • These quantities, as well as the linear energy transfer (LEI'), are 
m 

functions of particle velocity. Hence it is necessary to determine the energy of 
·. 

the particles used in each experiment. 

In the case of deuterons and alpha particles, for which individual particles 

could not be w unted, the particle ranges were obtained from the measured Bragg 

curves. r'or the ptrticular beams used here, we do not knov what point on the Bragg 

curve corresponds to the mean range of the pu-ticles; hence the limits of error 

in the measured ra.nge were set by the peak of the Bragg curve on the one hand and 

the extrapolated ionization range on the other. Then the particle energies and 

the values of LEI' were obtained by using the range-energy curves of Aron, Hoffmn 1 

and Williams (5). The large uncertainty allowed in the range measurenent produces 
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small errors in Sm and LF.r, since both quantities are slowly vaeying functions of 

particle energy. 

In the case of carbon plrticles, the physical measurements in the previous 

section indicated that the mean range corresponded to a point on the Bragg curve 

of 0.45 !' 0.30 times the maximum ionization. Since there are no published range-

energy curves for carbon particles in aluminum, a semiempirieal curve was con

structed from the oaloula tiona by Smith for protons ( 6). The range extension 

2 
due to charge pickup was estimated as 7.5 '! 2.5 mg/om from the data of Miller (7) 

and Barka.s (8) for nuclear emulsion. The uncertainty in our range measurement 

was conaidel"'tAbly larger than the error in the range-energy relation. For carbon 

particles, the uncertainty in tbe range measurement introduces a substantial 

error in the linear energy transfer. Fortunately the t:m' does not appear in the 

dose calculation; the corresponding error in Sm is less than 1$ and is smll 

compared with errors from other sources. The curves oalcula ted by Snyder and 

Neufeld (9) were used to give the LEI' values in Table I for high-energy carbon 

ions. For these energies, where the stripped nuclear charge of six may be assumed 

(10), the values are in good agreement with those obtained from the semiempirica.l 

curves for protons (5, 11, 12). 

For both alpha particles and carbon ions, the LET for each high-absorber 

point was obtained from the low-absorber value by taking the observed ratio 

of ionization for the two absorbers, with suitable corrections between tissue 

and nitrogen. The particle energies were then obtained from the energy-loss 

curves (5, 9) and were found to lie w1 thin the values obtained from. the range 

estimates. 

For each particle energy, Column 10 in Table I gives the energy per 

nucleon, i.e., the energy of a }n"oton traveling with the same velocity. For 
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each proton energy-, the value of' the relative mass stopping power Sm was ob

tained from semiempirical curves (5, 1.2) as explained in Birge, Anger, and Tobias 

(11), but modified to fit the experimental data for the stopping power of water 
I ; 

and nitrogen at low energies (13, 14, 15). The errors asstgned to Sm in Tab1e I 

allov for t be ra thor large disorep1noy between the calculaited and experiment~ 
,\. 

values of the stopping pover of nitrogen for protons below 1 Mev, in addition\ 
\. 

to the estimated uncertainties of± 2% each in the calculated values for water\ 
\ 

and nitrogen. The elemental composition used for yeast cells was 9.9% hydrogen~, 

11.5% carbon, 1.,.'1% nitrogen, 72.3% oxygen, 0.03% sodium, 0.06% magnesium, 

0.02% silicon, 0.6% phosphorus, 0.06% sulfur, 0.8% potastum, and 0.04% calcium 

(16, 17, 18). For the calculation of the energy loss of faat particles there 

I 

' " I . 

is a negligible difference between this composition and\ that given by Lea for 

sort tissue (19). Both yeast and soft tissue have the same effective excitation 
'. t 

potential as water, but they have 1.% fewer electrons par gram. lienee the 

stopping poser for these compositions is 1% less than tbat of water for particles 

of all energies (11). 

For all particle energies above 2 Mev per nucleon the value of W far dry 

nitrogen was taken aa )4.8 :t 0.9 w per ion pair (11, 20, 21, 22, 23). For 

the slow alpha particles [( Experiment l b ) the value W ::. 35 .1 vas used {11). 

For each experiment ~e last two columne in Table r;give the ~iculated 
I : -

dose in rads per volt and the estimated percent standard ,deviation. The re-

sultant error was obtained by summing the squares of the fractional eiTors for 

all the factors in the calculation (24). The resultant efu.ors range from 4.5 

to 8.8%. It should be noted that since the same experimental arrangement was 
!~ 

used for all the cyclotron irradiations, some of the error~ would be expected 

to cancel out in 1:he calcule. tiona of relative biological effectiveness. Of 

course this does not apply to comparisons with other radia.tibns. 
I 
r 
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The experimental apparatus used for the irradiation of yeast cells with 

cyclotron beams of' 20-Mev deuterons, 40..Mev alpha particles, and 120-Mev carbon 

nuclei is described. The physical measurements necessary for an accurate 

determination of dose and average LEI' are also described. The dose calculation 

from ionization-chamber measurements is given, along vith the estimated un-

certainties that produce an over-all error ranging between ; and 10%. 
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Figure 1. Schemtie plan view of the qolotron and the equipment used 

for biological experiments. 

Figure 2. Photograph showing the irradiation equipment connected to the exit 

port of the cyclotron. 

Figure J. Typieal voltage saturation curves fort he dose-measuring quadrant 

ionization chamber. 

Figure 4. Profiles ot the carbon-particle beam used in Experiment 2. 

Figure S. Profiles of the alpha-particle beam used in Experiment 1. 

Figure 6. A schematic diagram of the quadrant ionization chamber plates 

connected to the electrometers. 

Figure 7. Schet!Btio diagram of the dose-measuring quadrant ionization chamber 

showing the position of the biological sample relative to the 

cyclotron beam. 

Figure 8. A graph or the ionization-chamber current as a function of the 

current in the cyclotron nagnet coils. 

Figure 9. A Bragg ionization curve and range curve for carbon particles. 
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Table I 

DOSE CALCULATION FACTORS FOR THE CYCLOTRON BEAMS 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 

Experi- Born- Absorber lntegrat- Density Profile Beam Bragg Partie le Energy Relative mass 
ment barding thickness ing capac- of N 2 gas correction uniformity correction energy per stopping power 
number partie le itan'be C factor factor at cell nucleon sm tissue to 

(mg/cm 2At) (mg/cm 3) 
over 

(l 0- farad) p sample K (Mev) (Mev) N2 

Ia Alpha 56.3 1.095 1.138 1.00 ±0.05 ±22'Yo 1.022±0.011 126.8±0. 7 6.7±0.2 1.153±0.036 

lb Alpha 130.3 1.095 1.138 1.00 ±0.05 ±22% 1.340±0.050 5.9±0.8 1.5±0.2 1. 21 0±0.06 7 

lc Deuteron zero 1.095 1.138 1.020±0.015 ±14'Yo 1.00 ±0.00 119.1 ±0.5 9.6±0.2 1.144±0.033 

2a Carbon zero 1.095 1.127 1.024±0.005 ± 4'Yo 1.099±0.008 I 65 of 5 5.4±0.4 1.161±0.039 

2b Carbon 13.4 1.095 1.127 1.024±0.005 ± 4% 
I 

11.298±0.0331 30 ±10 2.5±0.8 1.186±0.051 

3a Carbon zero 1.057 1.150 1.027±0.010 ± 6% 1.067±0.016 67 ± 5 5.6±0.4 1.159±0.038 

3b Carbon 16.1 1.057 1.150 1.027±0.010 ± 6% 1.353±0.027 24 ± 9 2.0±0. 7 1.194±0.056 

I 
12 13 

Average LET Dose 
in cells D 

~ 

(rads/ 
(Mev cm

2 
/g) volt) 

258± 6 5850 

850±100 8130 

48± 2 5790 

2680±300 6550 

I 4450±540 7900 

I 26oo±2oo 5990 

15080±460 7840 

14 

Error 
in dose 

(percent) 

6.7 

8.8 

4.5 

4.6 

5.9 

4.8 

6.1 
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